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News in Brief
Sports entry hikes tees
In the fall, student general fees will be (21
higher than last year, but students will be admitted free to all sports activites.
Christopher Dalton, vice-president of planning and budgeting, said only $5 or $6 of the
raise will pay for the free admission to games.
The rest of the money is needed to compensate
for wage raises of staff and student employees
and for the depreciation of the maintenance
and repair fund.
Dalton said the athletics department
received between $175,000 and $200,000 each
year from student entrance fees at athletic
events.
"The money (the athletic department)
receives from the (general) fees has been increased to compensate for the loss (of revenues) on All Sports Passes and other ticket
sales," Dalton said.
The athletic department, he said, will
receive $200,000 more because of the lost revenue from student tickets. The increased capacity in the Ice Arena could have brought in
more money this year, Dalton said.
Kevin Coughlin, undergraduate student
government president, said he opposed the
measure because a student poll snowed that
the majority of students would rather not have
the general fee raised in exchange for free entrance to games.
Basketball and hockey tickets, though free,
will still have to be picked up before the
games because of limited seating, according
to Clifton Boutelle, director of public relations.
- by, Amy Zitzelberger, staff reporter

Housing scheduled
More housing is planned for the city and is
scheduled for occupation by the fall of 1990,
according to the project's developer.
Douglas Valentine, president and owner of
the Preferred Properties Company of Bowling
Green, said four apartment buildings are
flanned for construction at the site known as
ox Run Park, located at the south end of
Mercer Road on Scott Hamilton Avenue.
Valentine purchased Fox Run Park from
the Pee Wee League Association for $150,000.
Timothy Dunn. Pee Wee League President,
said games will be played at new fields along
Campbell Hill Rd.
"We are presently putting together a fourdiamond complex," Dunn said.
He also said the league has grown from 40
players to over 600 players since 1952, and a
new, larger space is needed for the teams.
Valentine said the development will include
72 two-bedroom units with each having an approximate monthly rental rate of $600-$700.
Valentine said each unit will have its own
washer/dryer, dishwasher, microwave oven,
self-cleaning electric range, food disposal, refrigerator/freezer, walk-in closets and complete furnishings.
They will also have air conditioning, wall-towall carpeting and ceramic tile, he added.
Included in the rent is a free membership to
Cherrywood Health Spa located on High
Street, Valentine said. The spa is also owned
by Valentine.
- by, Shari Veleba, staff reporter

Think tank gets grant
The University "think tank" received a
$250,000 grant to support the center's scholar
research.
The Social Philosophy and Policy Center
will use money from the Sarah Scaife Foundation of Pittsburgh to help scholars research
and publish their journal, "Social Philosophy
and Policy."
According to Fred Miller Jr., executive director of the Social Philosophy and Policy
Center, the center supports a number of
scholars who come to the University to
research or write books. The center relies on
Srants from various foundations to support
le conferences and the journal.
"We have scholars coming from England,
Poland and many states to do their research,'
Miller said.
There are also graduate students and undergraduate students who work at the center
to help the scholars with their research, he
said.
"The research center is an institute to promote original research," Miller said. He will
also use some of the funds to organize the next
conference.
The next conference is scheduled for October 19-21. The theme for this conference is
"Ethics, Politics and Human Nature."
"At the conference, scholars will read their
papers which will be published in a special issue of the journal the following fall," Miller
said. "Later it will be made into a book."
- by, Julie Perry, staff reporter
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Today: Fair with
temperatures in the upper 80s.
Extended forecast:
Highs in the mid 80s to
low 90s with lows in the
70s. There Is a 40 percent chance of showers.
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Waste facility under debate
by Amy Zitzelberger
statf reporter

Renovation of a building to serve
as a temporary storage facility for
the University's hazardous waste
has been underway since before
January, according to one University vice president.
Robert Martin, vice president of
operations, said plans were underway in January, when he began employment at the University.
Robert Kreienkamp, most recent
past chair of Classified Staff Council, said, "the building is basically in
operation now."
Although renovations are not expected to be complete by the end of
the summer, he said the building
will eventually be the main facility
designated to hold hazardous waste
waiting to be taken away by a contractor.
David Heinlen, registered sanitarian in Environmental Services, said
the building is located near the old
sewage treatment plant on Poe Road
and was previously used for waste
water treatment.
The building is currently being
used to store hazardous waste. Martin said the building is safe for the
waste, but that security and fire
alarm systems have yet to be installed.
Kreienkamp said all renovations
are being done by University employees.
In March, the faculty senate passed a resolution asking the administration to determine, by July 1, how
much money would be required to
build a storage facility for the hazardous waste waiting to be shipped
to outside disposal sites.
Martin said this report is unnecessary because the renovated building
will be able to handle the University's hazardous waste.
Karl Schurr, professor of biological sciences, said the University
should not put all the hazardous
waste in one place. He said the present method for storage should be
kept and, if necessary, improved. He
said the waste is kept in a governmentally approved manner in small
quantities where it is generated.
The potential for disaster increases, Schurr said, as greater
quantities of different wastes are
stored together. He said he thinks
that the nazardous waste will be
bandied well in the renovated building.
I'm not against care and concern
about hazardous waste, but putting
it all in one building doesn't make
sense," he said. "If there is an accident at a small storage site, it is
more easily taken care of."
Also in the Faculty Senate resolution, Environmental Services was
asked to report present storage sites
by July 1, evaluate their safety, and
develop a proposal for University
policy on hazardous waste.
Anne-Marie Lancaster said that
the report has not been submitted,
but that Faculty Senate is in contact
with Environmental Services and
the status report is expected soon.
Lancaster said that environmental services has not had enough time
to develop a complete policy.

Tuition
increase
passes
by Amy Zitzelberger
start reporter
The University Board of Trustees
voted to raise tuition for the 1989-90
school year 5.98 percent at the June
30 meeting and to raise the minimum wage for University workers
to $3.65 effective fall semester.
The tuition increase will raise the
instructional fee from $1,020 to $1,081
per semester for undergraduate
students and from $1394 to $1,478 for
graduate students. The nonresident
surcharge rose from $90 to $1,580
and room rates increased $24 per
semester.
The total 6.35 percent yearly increase in cost for an on-campus undergraduate student is $298.
At the Firelands campus, tuition
and general fees increased $60 per
semester to $1,021. Virginia Platt
was the only Board member to abstain in the tuition hike vote. She
said raising tuition shortly before
the school year starts is unfair to
students because they cannot plan
for the increase.
In addition to the minimum wage
increases, the Trustees approved
D See Trustees, page 4.

Martin said the University needs a
cohesive tracking policy to coordiate
the disposal of hazardous waste in
various departments.
"Cradle-to-grave tracking," he
said, would ensure the University
knows where potentially hazardous
wastes are from the time they are
bought to the time they are removed
from campus.
Kreienkamp said that without a
policy, people who work in hazardous waste producing environments
"are not always properly instructed
in safety regulations."
He said the waste sometimes
"winds up in closets in buildings
where it is generated."
A policy would rectify the problem
because workers would have somewhere to turn for instructions and
each department would be responsible for educating those working with

the waste, he said.
A hazardous waste study group,
headed by Steve Gatton, chemistry
laboratry technologist, of Classified
Staff Council is researching the issue and will contribute to the policy
formed for the University.
Faculty Senate has no desire to actively participate in the management of hazardous waste, Lancaster
said.
"We are only concerned about
Enviornmental Services' role," she
said.
Lancaster said the report to Faculty Senate will help ensure that Environmental Services will be active
in the management of hazardous
waste and not just in an advisory
role.
The Classified Staff Council recommended last year to Faculty Senate that a coordinated program be

developed to manage the University's hazardous waste, Lancaster
said.
Previously, each department disposed of the waste autonomously,
and at the March 7,1989 meeting of
the Senate, Lancaster said there was
no University policy on storage and
disposal of hazardous waste.
Lancaster said, "This is not a
problem only Bowling Green is dealing with. All universities are going
through the same thing."
A May report released by the Enviornmental Protection Agency
stated although universities are generating a larger amount of hazardous waste, many are failing to comply with federal regulations because
of a lack of understanding, money,
and motivation.

COOLFUN
BG News Eric Mull
Josh Boggs, 14, from Bowling Green, enjoys the fountain in front of the Administration Bu ilding last week The fountain seemed to attract more than its usual share of gatherers as the high temperatures reached the upper 80's I ast week.

Changes in children's TV
by Wynne Everett
start reporter

The vice president of research at
the Children's Television Workshop
in New York described the changing
environment of children's television
to a group of University journalism
and broadcasting students and
professors June 28.
Keith Mielke, however, did not
speak in person. Because of a can
celled flight Mielke, who has been
with CTWfor 12 years as the executive producer for "3-2-1 Contact"
and supervising researcher for "Sesame Street," had to address journalism professor Harold Fisher's
educational broadcasting and press
and society classes via conference
call.
Mielke discussed how the changing video technology and family dynamics of the last five years has effected CTW and children's television
in general.
•'There is a complicated set of fac-

tors having the effect of splintering
the options and the amount of viewing time for preschool children,"
Mielke said.
With expanding cable channels,
independent stations, and VCRs
gaining viewership, Mielke exElained that the networks and public
roadcasting have been losing
viewers.
"The viewership is being redistributed," he said. As the options to
view grow, the viewership pie is being subdivided and subdivided."
Mielke also said since more mothers in America work, more preschoolers are spending their days in
daycare situations where they may
or may not be watching television.
In many daycare centers there
exists the bias that watching television, even educational television, is
a bad thing, Mielke said. This philosophy stems from the idea that television is a passive learning medium detrimental to children, he
added. Mielke disagreed with this
position.

"I do not believe that television is
a passive medium. Brain activity is
just as vital as large muscle group
activity," Mielke said. "I guess the
question is — is your brain engaged?"
Mielke also described some of the
new projects CTW is developing in
different mediums.
CTW is currently marketing Sesame Street videocassettes and
software for home computers and
video game players.
"The video game machines died
out around 1984, but now they're
making a return," Mielke said.
CTW also researches projects in
the interactive VCR and interactive
pay cable channel areas where children will be able to respond to questions and choices on the program
with special equipment.
Mielke said CTW's "biggest challenge to date" is the growing trend
of functional illiteracy in the United
States. CTW's response is a multimedia literacy program for children
ages 6-9.
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Let's recycle
Garbage thief invades Hero's home city's idea
DENNIS ROBAUGH - A MARKETSQUARE HERO

My mother is doing her part to
feed the hungry in our neighborhood. Only she is not doing it by
choice. And, she doesn't like it.
"It's just so... disgusting," she
says. No, she isn't talking about
the homeless. My mom isn't that
mean.
She is talking about a nocturnalgarbage thief—a raccoon.
This raccoon is a regular visitor at my mother's house. He
stops by around midnight for a
little snack, and then he waddles
along on his merry way.
The family calls him
"Stinky," but my mother calls
him something else. I can't repeat it here, but I'm sure you
can imagine.
Our family is the garbage
producing leader on the block. I
remember coming home from
school every Tuesday and
spending the rest of the day
hauling garbage from the garage to the curb.
Stinky probably wouldn't visit
if my family didn't have such
great garbage.
I remember hearing about the
first time Stinky visited the family trash. My mother heard

noises out in the yard so she
turned on the porch light. Then,
she saw a big, tat raccoon sitting
on top of a garbage can munching on a chicken leg.
"Hey, get out of there," she
yelled. (My mother, not the raccoon.)
The raccoon then turned
around and flipped her the bird.
Imagine that.
He jumped off the can and
waddled to the creek behind the
house and disappeared.
My mother was kind of ticked
off. She complained about it a
lot, but then, that's what mothers do.
A few nights later my mom
found the little guv dining in her
trash again. He had a slice of
pepperoni pizza in his mouth,
ana my mom thought she could
catch him off guard. She hefted
this big rock at his head. Unfortunately for my mom, he caught
it and threw it back.
Mom only had to get five stitches, though.
Now that Mom was out of

commission, my dad had to go
out after Stinky.
He waited up one night, and
sure enough, up waddled Stinky
to the garbage cans. He lumped
up and proceeded to help himself to some leftover meatloaf.
(He could have all of it if it were
up to me.)
My father turned on the large
overhead spotlight and directed
it at the raccoon. He stood up on
his haunches, patted bis humongous belly, and be sang.
"Strangers in the
night/exchanging glances/wondering in the
night/what were the chances...
I'd be getting all this good
grub."
Then, he jumped down and
waddled into the creek.
One night my father heard
some noises in the yard and
stepped out to investigate. He
turned on the light and saw the
raccoon sitting on a can, smoking a cigar, drinking a halffinished can of beer and reading
the newspaper.

"Thanks for the light. Bub,"
Stinky said.
Mother says the raccoon is
eetting fat. She says he looks
uke be weighs about 100 pounds.
That is one big raccoon. So, she
started putting things like oat
bran and weight watchers dinners in the garbage.
Stinky didn't like it, but he
keeps coming back. I guess lowcal swill is better than no swill at
all.
I almost had a grudging respect for Stinky. He almost
seemed like family. But, one day
my father heard him rummaging around in the garbage. He
went out to see if he could get
Stinky anything. He saw Stinky
holding a copy of the BG News I
had sent home.
"A Marketsquare Hero? This
stinks. I am not going to read
this. I have taste," ne said, sucking on a rotten egg.
Robaugh is a junior newseditorial major from North
Royalton, Ohio. He used to like
raccoons.

Viewpoint: Sharlvn Avina
Magnum gives emotional ups and downs
"There it is! There it is!"
"Where? Where?"
"Over there," I said pointing
to the large hill rising high
above the horizon.
"We are definitely going on
IT," I said as we walked through
the gates and headed for IT, The
Magnum XL 200.
I'd heard the facts: the
highest (201 feet), the steepest
(a 60 degree angle), the fastest
(speeds over 70 mph) roller
coaster in the world. Now I wanted to see for myself if the Magnum is as thrilling as the commercial makes it sound.
At 10:30 a.m. the line was
already long. I couldn't even see
the turnstiles.
"It's now or never," I said to
my friend Wendy as we got into
line.
I was pretending to be brave,
and so was the guy behind us.
"If you can do this, you can do
anything," he said.
"It doesn't look that bad," I
replied.
''It's not," he answered.
The woman in front of us, on
the other hand, wasn't so calm.
She was worried the chain up the
first hill would break again, or
that she'd dislocate her shoulder, or that she'd get sick (I was
hoping she wouldn't be in the car
in front of us.). Her husband was
forcing her to go on it.
I tried to block her out and
concentrate on other things like
how hot I was, how tired my feet

were, how much I had to go to
the bathroom and how queasy
my stomach was beginning to
feel.
I saw a sign ahead and
groaned: "Expect a two hour
wait from this point." Then I
read the fine print: "Not recommended for those with heart
or back problems or for pregnant women." Well, I knew I
wasn't pregnant, but maybe I
had back or heart troubles I
didn't know about.
"Calm down," I told myself.
"It's not going to kill you (or will
it?)." At least I'd be able to tell
all my friends I rode it once.
To keep my mind from wandering, I began to count Detroit
Pistons t-shirts. After counting
21, I quit. It's amazing how
many fans a team has after they
win the World Championship. I
only counted one Lakers shirt. A
true fan.
I could tell we were getting
closer when I could hear the Cedar Point employee's speech. At
that point I quit watching the
coaster go up, and then plunge
down the hill, because it was
making me nervous.
Finally, the end was in sight. I
climbed tiie stairs slowly to the
last line. It only took us an hour
and a half. I think they exaggerate the wait to make you feel
better when it doesn't take as
long.
"I bet you'd be mad if I

backed out now?" I asked
Wendy.
"Front car?" she asked, ignoring my last question.
"No, the line is too long."
Nice excuse. I personally
think the middle is safer.
Four people were in front of
me, then two, and then I was behind the yellow line waiting for
the next coaster to come in.
Shh. Shh. It came to a slowing
halt. Well those people made it, I
thought, wringing my hands
nervously.
"Attention oncoming
riders..." rang over the loud
speaker. I didn't hear the rest,
but jumped in the car and pulled
the black safety bar down into
my lap as far as it would go. (I
have this fear of the coaster
taking off without waiting for
me to get strapped in.) Now I
couldn't breathe. I let it up a
little and then it locked.
I looked around and noticed
there wasn't anywhere to hold
on. I braced my feet and waving
my hands confidently in the air
said, "We'll have to go for it."
"...and enjoyyour ride here at
Cedar Point." We were off.
Tick. Tick. Tick. We slowly
went up the hill. "I must be
crazy, I thought. What had I
gotten myself into? I wanted off!
Tick. Tick. Tick. "Don't look
down."
Tick. Tick. Tick. My hands
were still in the air.
"Here we go!"

My stomach and I thought that
first hill would never end, but it
did. It was great! The, tunnels,
the hills, the unexpected dips...
everything! It went so fast I
don't remember everything. My
voice was hoarse at the end of
the ride from screaming so
much. I like to hear myself
scream. It's fun.
I was so proud of myself
afterwards because I kept my
hands up the entire time, even
during the first hill (I know you
don'tbelieve me, but I did). I
couldn't believe I was so nervous before. I did all that worrying for nothing. I knew none of
the other rides would be able to
compare to the Magnum.
The woman behind me (yes, it
was the same one and no, she
didn't get sick, thank God)
didn't share my sentiments.
"Ill never do anything like
this again," she told her husband.'It was terrible. I didn't
open my eyes once." I had to
smile at that, remembering
when I once felt the same way
she did.
The Magnum XL 200 is definitely worth the wait. The commercial is right. Of course, nothing can compare to The Beast,
but that's another story.
Avina is a sophomore English
major from Bowling Green and
is a reporter /orThe News.

Borrowing from your neighbor is a timehonored tradition.
Cups of sugar, broken lawn mowers, you name it
— a good neighbor is always there to help you, if
you're just willing to ask for that help.
Mary Cowles, recycling coordinator for the city
of Perrysburg, knows this to be true at the city-wide
level as well.
Our Wood County neighbors to the north are
"borrowing" the basis behind the new Bowling
Green recycling program for their own, and Cowles
admits, You work together, you borrow ideas
when you find them."
Now, it's time for an even closer neighbor to the
city of Bowling Green —to continue the metaphor,
some would even say the city's "roommate" — to
get into the act of borrowing as well.
It would not be difficult for the University to
adopt a recycling program similar to the one employed by the city.
The Bowling Green program has been so successful mat the number of households involved has increased from 400 to 4,000 since its inception — all on
a volunteer basis, no less.
Clearly, then, we as a university could have no
better opportunity to use a nearby, accessible
model on which to base the program.
Granted, the University has already started a
moderately successful aluminum can collection
program, but the other recycleable materials
around - notably newspaper, glass, and plastic —
are still going, quite literally, to waste.
The biggest benefit of the city's program, according to those involved, has been the overcoming of
the problem of storage space for waste.
Given that the University has recently had to invest in building a temporary facility specifically for
storage, no one could deny that this space-saving
woula benefit the University as much if not more
than the city.
Would there be problems instituting such a proSam? Almost certainly. Yet, the biggest concern
e city seems to have encountered is finding people to distribute the containers for collection.
It's hard to imagine that could be problematic on
this campus. Greek philanthropies, service organizations like Alpha Phi Omega and Mortar Board,
and others would scramble to volunteer time to
such a program.
Even if that didn't happen, this would be an opportunity to get individual residence hall councils,
who often struggle to find a specific focus, involved
in a campus-level program, similar to the 1984
"Operation I.D." effort.
Put one "Recycle" bin in each residence hall,
Greek house, perhaps even in every classroom
building. Get the population of the University accustomed to the idea of recycling instead of discarding.
The space saved will be reward enough, but additionally we will be helping with a conservation
effort that needs support nation-wide.
Remember the old saying about how you can
search high and low for an idea and then realize the
best one was right under your nose the whole time?
This seems to be one of those situations.
Take a cue from Mary Cowles and the city of Perrysburg, and pick up your empty sugar cup, Bowling Green State University — your nearest neighbor seems to have some extra.
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Viewpoint: Shari Ueleba

Managing Editor
Newa/Copy Editor
Photo Editor
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"Watching" for what might be there
The last time I saw my watch,
I had just taken off the timepiece, and distinctly remembered saying to myself,
"Uh-oh, better not put it
there.. .you might forget where it
is."

nuts trying to find it. I become
an amateur sleuth backtracking
my steps, looking everywhere
that I can think of, even if I
hadn't been there for two years.
I recite the alphabet in an effort
to think of more obscure places
to look.

I put it there anyways.
Why do I look in the places
For the next three days I
searched high and low, in and where I'm pretty sure the watch
out, up and down and yes, in be- is not? The old saying, of
tween it all, for my beloved course...IT MIGHT BE
THERE!
watch.
.
-j.
It's not exactly an heirloom;
it's Just an average thingamajig
I'm an eternal optimist, so
that lets me know when I'm sup- there's hope in everything for
posed to be at Point B when I'm me. And, as my logic works, the
atPoint A. In short, it's my con- more places I look, where I can
nection to the world.
justAope for a find, well, the
So, when I realized my watch more optimistic I become. And
was lost, I began to panic I tired. Worn out. No, make that
didn't call out the marines, but I totally exhausted.
did worry.
I've noticed we utilize great
As I looked In every conceivable place for my watch, Iknew powers when we misplace
that somehow I'd be writing things. I think we use the left
about the experience, one way side of our brain because it takes
or the other, due to the way I a good deal of analytical reasoning to remember where lost
went about my search.
When I misplace an item, I go items may be. But, in my case. I

tend to think I use more of my
right brain, as evidenced by
some of the places I dream up to
search.
For example, who would think
of looking in the bathtub for a
watch? I would, because.. IT
MIGHT BE THERE!
The same little jewelry holder. I checked it 70,000 times because... IT MIGHT BE THERE!
I began to feel like a mouse
running a maze, darting here
and there, checking, checking,
checking, because...well, you
know.
Then I began to envision the
home of some friends. My
mind's eye canvassed their living room and coffee tables, perchance my watch to find. Of
course, I could have phoned in
two seconds and had them do the
work of looking, but no.../had to
exercise that Shirley Maclalne
phenomenon, the 'out of body'
experience, and see for myself.
I told myself that behind the
couch would be the last place I'd

look for my watch. I felt drawn
to that specific area, but on my
first through fourth searches of
it, I hadn't actually leaned over
to look down at the carpeted
floor.
And, itwas the last place I
looked. But then, isn't every
place in which a lost item is
found, the ceremonial 'last
placet'
So, with watch now on wrist, I
sighed a great sigh and wondered if my worrying and frenetic searching was worth the
effort, and if there was anything
I learned from it that could be
applied to daily living.
Actually, I learned nothing
except that life Is a lot more
pleasant when I don't take my
watch off.
Veleba, a junior journalism
major from Fremont, is now busily searching for her glasses. It
you Bod them, she's in the BG
News office, typing...andsquinting...and reciting fte alphabet
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Funds added to state budget
cause it takes authority away
from Boards of Trustees.
by Amy Zltzelberget
staff reporter

"As a student who pays tuition, I'm delighted about the
cap," said Kevin Coughlin, undergraduate student government president.

An Ohio House-Senate conference committee added nearly
$38 million to the instructional
subsidies for higher education in
the state budget signed by Governor Richard Celeste over the
weekend.
The committee also set a
yearly 6 percent or $120 tuition
increase cap —the greater
amount will be used.
University President Paul
Olscamp said the instructional
subsidies are inadequate because they do not lower the student share of cost. He also said
he opposes the tuition cap be-

The committee also restored
the funding for the University
Canadian Studies Center to
Also, the Ohio Rural Universities program received $1.1 million over the next two years. The
Rural Universities program has
a center at the University as
well as centers at Miami University and Ohio University.
$200,000 over the neirt two years.
Previously, the Ohio Senate cut
the funding to $100,000 from the
$200,000 proposed by the Ohio
House.
The program is designed to
enhance the quality of education

and information available to
local governments in Ohio
through technical assistance,
management training and development efforts and applied
research.
Phil Mason, executive assistant to the president, said that $38
million is tar short of the $64 million that was needed to keep student share of tuition at 41 percent.
At the University Board of
Trustees meeting, President
Olscamp said that student share
would remain at 41 percent.
Christopher Dalton, vicepresident of planning and budgeting, said the student share is
held down by lowering University spending.
"I think the Trustees will be
able to accomplish many of the
things important to the University, but (the budget) is not, in
my opinion, adequate support
for higher education system,"
Mason said.

The first company to lease
land in the joint industrial park
project between the University
and the city broke ground for its
new building June 29.
Mid-American National Bank
and Trust Corporation held a
ground breaking ceremony last

Thursday at the corner of Dunbridge Road and Stadium Drive.
Mid-Am is the first business to
build
at
the
Research/Enterprise Park.
Mark Hamman, senior vice
Bresident of Mid-Am, said being
le first business plays an important role in getting the park
to develop.
Mid-Am is planning to complete and occupy the building by

April 1990. The 88-acre industrial park, located at the
northwest corner of East Wooster Street and Dunbridge Road,
is a joint venture of the city and
the university, according to University President Paul Olscamp.
The city contributed $250,000
and waived another $250,000 in
tie-in fees for water and sewage,
Olscamp said. The Ohio De-

HS advisers receive credit
by Deborah Hippie
staff reporter

This month high school students will be able to learn journalism techniques while their
advisers receive undergraduate
or graduate
credit from the University1.
High school students and advisers from Ohio, southern
Michigan and eastern Indiana
will be traveling to the University July 9-14 to participate in a
series of workshops given by the
Great Lakes Interscholastic
Press Association, currently In
its tenth year, the GLIPA coor-

dinator said.
Linda Glomski, who has been
involved with the program since
1973, said this is the first year
both the School of Mass Communication and the Office of
Continuing Education have collaborated to provide credit for
the high school advisers attending this year's workshops.
'This is the first year (the University) has offered graduate
and undergraduate credit ... it
was easiest to work with Continuing Education," Glomski said.
Dante Thurairatnam, assistant dean of the Office of Continuing Education, said his department handles the scheduling and

promotion aspects of the event.
Last year, adviser programs
for credit were conducted on a
trial basis at the University,
Thurairatnam said. Based on
the success of that experiment,
the Office of Continuing Education decided to co-sponsor this
year, he said.
There are approximately 50
students and 60 advisers currently registered for the programs with final deadline for
registration July 7, Glomski
said.
Programs for students include
basic journalism writing, editoSee GLIPA, page 4.

Including funding to programs
such as the Canadian Studies
Center and the Ohio Eminent
Scholars program, the higher
education appropriations total
over $1.5 billion.

by Shari Veleba
staff reporter

Bowling Green is phasing in
its city-wide curbside recycling program this month in
hopes of improving the city's
environment. Recycling bins
are due to be distributed to
4,000 participating households today.
Gayle Pearson, litter prevention coordinator for the
city, said the success of a pilot program begun last October has led to the broadening of the volunteer project to
include more participants.
"Our pilot program involved 400 households. We are
now offering the project to
4,000 households," she said.
According to Kent Gardam,
recycling project coordinator, the city has begun
recycling because there are
fewer places to store wastes.
The products to be included
in the curbside recycling
project are newspaper, aluminum beverage cans, glass,
and plastic milk and water
jugs. The city also approved
an appropriation of $60,000 for
the recycling project and
received matching funds
through a grant from the Ohio
Department of Natural Resources.
However, recycling is nothing new to Bowling Green,
she said. The Jaycees have
had a recycling center for 11
years. But, Pearson said the
curbside project does not
mean the end of the Jaycees'
projects.
In order to broaden the recycling program, a few obstacles had to be overcome,
she said. "There's a lot of
growing pains with recycling,
but it's rewarding," she added.
Pearson said she discovered that only one recycling container per household
was necessary. During the pilot project, some of the participants were given a threetiered separation system
while others were given one
bin.
People seemed to like the
one-bin collection method
better, she said.

When the House passed the
two-year budget for higher education, over $56 million was
added to the instructional subsidies, and the Senate added $80
million before passing the budget. Mason said the additions are
unprecedented.
The budget alloted over $65
million to Ohio's "rainy day
fund" because indicators show
an economic downturn in
1990-91, according to Representative Dan Troy's office. Troy is
the chairman of the House
higher education finance committee.

partment of Development also
pledged $250,000 to the project.
The University did not contribute funds to the project, but it is
allowing the land to be used, according to Phil Mason, executive assistant to the president.
"The land...is a very significant part of the project," Mason
said. The University will benefit
economically from the lease of
the land, he added.
Mid—Am chose to locate in
the park to maintain employment in the community. Hamman said. The park's proximity
to Interstate Highway 75 and the
number of people in Bowling
Green were factors in the decision to build in the park, he
added.
Hamman said 95 people will
transfer to the facility and the
bank may create 30 jobs during
the next 10 years.
Mason said the park should
provide a place for faculty and
student research, continued education and hands-on experience for students in the form of
internships.
Internships at Mid-Am are
still being discussed, but are a
"valid consideration," Hamman
said.
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Some of the three-tiered
bins were stolen because they
could also be used as a storage or shelving unit, similar
to decorator crates, she said.
"It's just easier to make
one trip to the curb than
three," she added.
Pearson said one of the
major problems besetting the
curbside recycling project is
the search for groups or individuals in the area willing to
distribute the red containers
to community households.
Containers will be distributed door-to-door each Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday of the month, beginning
July 5.
Gardam said further community involvement in the
program will include the
creation of block captains
able to answer any questions
about what items are acceptable.
Recycleables are sold to
various markets that find
alternative uses for the products, he said.
"Recycling programs are
not going to be a moneymaker," he said.
The money brought in
through the sale of collected
products will go toward the
continuance of the program.
The main objective is conservation of space, he said.
"There aren't many places
anymore to start a landfill,"
he said. House Bill 592, passed last year in the state legislature, places restrictions on
what items may be taken to
landfills, Gardam said. For
example, by January 1997.
yard waste such as grass and
leaves can no longer be accepted.
He said the city already
offers yard waste to farmers
as a mulch for their fields.
Other cities are recognizong the worth of Bowling
Green's recycling program.
Mary Cowles, recycling
program director for the city
of Perrysburg, said the Bowling Green system was the
inspiration for the Perrysburgproject.
"The progress that BG is
making is a reason we
proceeded with our program," she said.

HOWARD'S club H

VILLAGE GREEN
LETHAL WEAPON
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City project
implemented

The instructional subsidy line
of the budget, which determines
the funds for operation of universities, appropriated nearly
$1.3 billion to higher education.

Bank leases from University and city
by "Irish Thlel
reporter
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Private Pool For Your Enjoyment
Call now for our special low summer rates.

FRI.&SAT.
MY 7th & 8th
MIKE KAT0N BAND

Call (419)354-3533
(After 2 p.m.)
Two Bedroom Apartments
Furn. and Unfurn. available for Fall.
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Anniversary Special
$5.00 off any full Perm
Expires 7/31/89
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We would like to thank our clients
for a very successful first year.
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'Hot' workshops bring gifted students together
by Wynne Everett
staff reporter

The Ohio Summer Institutes
for Gifted and Talented Students' theater workshop will
culminate July 7 and 8 at 7:30
p.m. in the Joe E. Brown
Theater with a performance of a
cut from Shakespeare's "A Midsummer Night's Dream."
The performance, which is
open to the public, will be presented by incoming tenth and
eleventh graders from Ohio high
schools who have been working
with Briant Hamor Lee of the
University's theater department
in one of the Institute's four
workshops.
Program director William
Southern, assistant professor of

special education, said this is
the fourth summer Bowling
Green has participated in the
[program with 16 other Ohio coleges and universities funded by
a grant from the Ohio legislature designed to give specially
talented Ohio students the opportunities for summer workshops.

bright and capable students,"
Southern said. "Almost all of
them invariably have good
teacher recommendations. They
have good grades. They participate in lots of extra-curricular
activities. The best way for us to
choose the students is on the
basis of the projects they submit."

In addition to theater, workshops in creative writing, science and technology and critical
issues in communications are
being offered at the University
for gifted high school students.

Only half of the 200 applicants
are accepted.

Students attending the workshops are chosen based on submission of a protect in a student's field of choice, according
to Southern.
"These are all very, very

"We're committed to moving
toward a goal. We don't think
the goal itself is always of the
essence. The process is the most
important thing. Learning how
to do these things is most important," he said.
Southern also said the Institute's secondary goal is to attract students to the University.

"It's to the University's benefit to attract these students, and
so we want to put a good face out
to these students," he said.
Originally, only a workshop in
critical issues In communications, where students work in
small groups to create a multimedia presentation of a critical
issue, was offered at the University. But, during the last three
years the other workshops have
been added to expand the program.
Southern said students in the
critical issues workshop "consider an issue that's important
to them, and communicate it effectively to an audience."
The critical issues workshop is
taught by: Larry Hatch, assistant professor of visual commun-

Find your pot of
gold in The BG News
classifieds

ication; Phillip O'Connor, director of the creative writing department; Joan Keen, from the
Art department; Judith Bentley,
music professor; F. Scott Regan, associate professor of
theatre; and Pat FitzGerald, director of learning services at
WBGU-TV.
Students in the creative writing workshop, instructed by O'Connor, compile an anthology of
their works and present selections in a reading to parents and
other students at the close of the
workshop.
In the science and technology
workshop taught by Jay Parrish, assistant professor of geology, students work towards a
hearing on management and information control of satellite
photographs.

GLIPA
Q Continued from page S.
rial management, re-design,
yearbook fundamentals, photography basics, advanced
news/sports features, investigative reporting, editorial
writing and topics, advanced
photography techniques, advanced yearbook techniques and
news production.
In addition, adviser programs
for credit include teaching journalistic writing, desktop publishing, advising school publications, layout and design,
photography for school publications and the video yearbook. These programs will be
taught by associate journalism
Erotessors Ray Laakaniemi and
aurence Jankowski.

Pleas face lock up
by Tim Hoehn
staff reporter

If Ohio Senate Bill 24 is passed
bv the Ohio House of Representatives, the conditions to be met

for pleading "not guilty by
reason of insanity" will be stricter.
Sen. Betty Montgomery, 2nd
district, voted in favor of the bill
D See Penalty, page 5.

Trustees
Continued from page 1.

Look What's Happening

GAMERS
• Every Thursday Night:
Exotic Dancers
-beginning at 9.00 p.m.

•This Friday and Saturday:
ROCK CANDY
-beginning at 10 00 p.m.
893 S. Main

Grandfather Clause and Older Please!

increases in salaried positions. Faculty and administrative staff received a 4.2 percent
salary increase. Classified staff
employees will receive a 4 percent pay hike.
University President Paul
Olscamp will receive a 7 percent
pay raise.
A $1.3 million merit pool has
been established for faculty and
administrative staff. Christopher Dalton, vice-president of
planning and budgeting, said
each college or department will
get a certain amount of money
from the pool to distribute.
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OPEN
HOUSE!
University Banking Center
July 5 - 7, 1989

B.G. TAXI
352-0796

•NO
SERVICE
ON
SUNDAY

Help Wanted
$72,000.00 A YEAR PLUS
A 20 year old Dunn and Bradstreet Company
seeks 5 top level managers for
regional training centers now.
1-419-255-5836

Mid American National Bank and Trust Company would like you to join
us for an open house celebrating the remodling of the University
Banking Center, 1480 E. Wooster St.
To celebrate this special event, our University Office will be serving
refreshments and awarding many prizes.
TMAMIH CHIST - Try your luck at our Treasure Chest and you
could be the winner ot one of these prizes:
• Two season passes to the 1989-90 BGSU football games
• Four tickets to the opening home game of the BGSU Hockey team
• A Gift Certificate to Kaufman's
• Cash Prizes
• Many other valuable prizes
OUAND PRIZE - Enter the Grand Prize Drawing for a weekend
trip lor two to Toronto, Canada. The drawing will be held on
Friday, July 7th.
We invite you to stop in and meet the staff at the University Office
during the open house. They are one more reason we are "Your Kind of Bank".

GAMEFEST '89
SUMMER SESSION
JULY 7, 6 PM-11 PM
JULY 8, 11 AM-11PM
JULY 9, 11 AM-6 PM
ROLEPLAYING, STRATEGY
AND BOARD GAMES
COME AND JOIN THE FUN !!

Mid/lm

®
Mid /Jmerkan National Bank & Trust Co.
UNIVERSITY
BANKING CENTER
1480 E. Wooster Street
(419)352-6506

BANKING HOURS
Mon. - Thur. 9:00 - 4:00 (Lobby)
9:00 - 5:00 (Drive - up)
Friday 9:00 - 6:00

An additional $460,000 will be
distributed to the classified staff
in step and longevity increases
and market adjustments. The
market adjustments are designed to increase below-market
wages of some classified employees.
The Trustees approved a
$114.2 million budget, 8.45 percent higher than last year. Slate
appropriations are expected to
include $58.5 million for this
budget, and $48.2 million is expected to be generated from
student instructional fees. The
remaining $7.5 million will be
derived from other sources, including a half million dollar carryover.
The Firelands campus was
approved for a $4.1 million
budget — a 3.1 percent increase
over last year.
A new Trustee was appointed
to the Board. John Laskey. former owner and president of The
Port Lawrence Title & Trust
Co., replaced Melvin Murray,
whose nine-year term ended
May 16.
Warren Hall was elected as
chairman of the Board. Richard
Newlove was chosen as vicechairman, and Phil Mason will
serve as secretary. C. Ellen
Connally was the only Board
member absent.
M. Neil Browne, professor of
economics, was given the first
Distinguished Teaching Professor appointment. Emeritus status was given to Joseph Krauter,
associate professor of political
science, William Rock, professor of history, and Beatrice
Spriggs, assistant professor in
the cataloging department of
Jerome Library.
The trial period for the fullyear faculty improvement
leaves was extended at a 70 percent salary compensation. Before the trial period the improvement leaves were at 50
percent salary.

This summer
walk into some
exciting business
ventures...
. , .by becoming a
Manpower Temporary
We'll offer you short or
long term assignments,
at top local businesses
Learn firsthand about
the day-to-day workings
of American business.
while adding cash to
your wallet and
experience to your resume.

Light to heavy industrial jobs
available daily.
No appointment necessary
Open interviews 1 - 3 p.m.

Office positions: Call for an
appointment

O MANPOWER
TFMPOAAAV SERVICES

1400 Dussel Dr.
Maumee. Ohio 893-4413
"All positions over minimum*

School records outlast students
and the address the transcript
would be sent to in a signed letter.
The copy costs $3 and will be
Student records are never des- sent within 48 hours after Retroyed, so graduates may obtain cords receives the letter, Hufthem anytime they need an offi- ford said.
Another option is faxing the
cial transcript, according to the
Director of Records in the Office request for the copy of the records, she said.
of Registration and Records.
In addition to the above in"Students want them sometimes for their employer, so they formation, the graduate must
are never destroyed," director also include home phone numMarjorie Hufford said. "We ber and a Visa or Mastercard
keep them on computer, micro- number, Hufford said.
Students are not the only ones
film or hardcopy depending on
wanting copies of these records.
when they graduated."
Hufford said a graduate can According to Shirley Agen, reget a copy of their official tran- cords management officer,
script by including their name Alumni and Development needs
and social security number, last them as well.
"Two months after graduayear of attendance at the University, any other names the tion, we get a supplement .. of
graduate might be listed under, information from the registrar

by Deborah Hippie
staff reporter

for our records," Agen said.
Alumni and Development
requests the last Bowling Green
address, the parents' address, a
reference person, the degree
earned, and whether or not the
graduate belonged to a fraternity or sorority for their records,
she said.
Although student records are
never destroyed, bursar bills
are, the assistant bursar, Sandra Miesmer, said.
"We don't know when a student graduates ... we usually
keep an active file six months
past the '0' mark," Miesmer
said.
Miesmer added that after a
file has reached the "0" mark
and no charges have been registered, the file is classified as
inactive.
If a charge is implemented

after a file is considered inactive, such as a transcript charge
or a parking ticket, the Bursar
Office sends the bill to the last
Bowling Green address, she
said.
However, if they receive a bill
in the return mail, the Bursar
Office will conduct research, although they "don't create a $3
transcript file," Miesmer said.
"If a visiting alumni gets a
ticket or a professor wants to
use the library, there is a
method of billing ... which is
inactive billing," she said.
If a bill is neglected and it is a
substantial amount, the Bursar
Office can send a collection
agency after the debtor.
"That's a judgement call ...
we don't like to use them, especially for a parking ticket,"
Miesmer added.

Students pay price even in summer
by Lori Miller
staff reporter
This summer some students
will not have the advantages
they are accustomed to during
the spring and fall sessions. Students enrolled part-time and
students who are not taking
classes during the summer session must follow regulations
when it comes to using certain
buildings on campus.
At the Student Recreation
Center, part-time students have
to pay a fee depending on how
many hours they are taking during the summer. If a student is
enrolled for one to two hours the
cost is $20; students enrolled
three to five hours will be
charged $15; and students en-

Penalty
U Continued from page 4.
passed by the Senate May 17 in a
22-2 vote.
Currently the plea can be
enacted if the accused can prove
he or she had a lack of reasoning
ability or an irresistable impulse which caused him or her to
commit a crime. Montgomery
said. The accused has to have a
"preponderance of evidence" to
prove either of these conditions.
If passed by the House of Representatives, the bill would eliminate the irresistable impulse, or
"thfrdevil-made-me-do-It," defense for a crime.
"Acting upon an impulse
should not relieve the criminal
from the responsibilities of
having committed a crime,"
Montgomery said. The bill
would also prevent the accused
from claiming drug or alcohol
use impaired his or her judgement, said Bill Connelly, legislative aide.
However, the trial court could
take into account that the accused was acting in a "diminished capacity."
But, Montgomery said "the
person who committed the
crime had voluntary control
over their use of alcohol or

rolled six to eight hours will be
charged $10.
Students enrolled for nine or
more hours are considered fulltime by the Rec Center and
there is no extra fee, said Jennifer Murphy, a student who
works at the Rec Center.
A student not taking any
classes during the summer must
pay a one-time fee of $34. This
covers the fee that is usually
paid with your tuition, said Ron
Zwierlein, associate director of
the Rec Center. "A percentage
of the total amount a student
would pay in general fees is allocated to the Rec Center. If students don't pay the entire
amount, they have to make up
the difference to be considered a
full-time student," Zwierlein
said. The portion of funds paid to
drugs."
The bill also proposed increasing the measure of proof from a
preponderance of evidence to
clear and convincing proof. This
would eliminate some of the uncertainty over the accused's
mental state. This legislation

the Rec Center will be used for
operational costs and debt retirement for the building, he
said.
The additional fee payment is
valid for the entire summer, not
just one session, he said. Some
students think the extra fee is
unreasonable. One student, Toni
Vaccariello, a junior elementary education major, said "I feel
it is very unfair.
"There are not many people
here (during the summer) as it
is, and they take enough of our
money during the school year."
"Plus we pay that fee in the beginning (with general fees) for
the Rec," she said. "That should
take care of the entire year. I
think $360 (for one class) should
entitle me to use the Rec," Vaccariello said.
does not seek to eliminate the
use of the insanity defense, Connelly said.
"Mental illness is a serious
disease, and it should be taken
into consideration during the judicial process," Connelly said.

Another campus facility
charging students differently
during trie summer is the Health
Center.
The Health Center is open to
part-time students for free, even
if they have only one hour of
classes. The only thing needed
for proof of part-time status is a
valid I.D. and a schedule, said
Joanne Navin, clinic coordinator. These two sources of
I.D. "qualify them to use the
Health Center without charge
for the summer," she said.
Students who are not taking
classes during the summer must
Si y a one-time fee of $20 to use
e Health Center. The fee
covers the charge students normally pay with their tuition, Navin said.
"This legislation will help to
reduce those not really insane
from seeking protection under
the insanity defense," Montgomery said. "This will help
keep the criminals off the
streets and into jails where they
belong."

Summer scheduling
proves differences
by Cheryl Carson
staff reporter

Many students find summer
scheduling more exasperating
than registration for the fall and
spring semesters because of the
overlapping sessions, but with a
little care, a student can avoid
the frustration.
According to Susan Pugh, director of Registration and
Scheduling, summer registration is conducted differently
than fall and spring registration
and this may lead to problems
for a student.
A department uses a demand
analysis to determine the number of classes to offer in the fall
and spring. However, in the
summer class need is based on a
first-come, first-serve basis.
"The departments give class
priority by the number of hours
a student has," Pugh said.
Pugh also said the major problem students have when scheduling is choosing classes that do
not overlap sessions and time
blocks.
Because there are several
sessions during the summer, one

15199 Grova Rd
Garratta.llla, Ohio 44231

BURLINGTON OPTICAL DOES IT AGAIN!
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Is In
12 Weeks.

TOLEDO S BEST CONTACT & EYEGLASS PRICES

TINTED SOFT CONTACTS

STANLEY H. KAPLAN

£ Take Kaplan OrTake Your Chances
TOLEDO CENTER
536-3701

Turlington Optical jr5

Pugh advised students to register as early as possible to
avoid the registration hassles.
She also said a student should
contact the department in advance to determine if the class
will be full or if it will be cancelled.
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STARTER
HURDLER
SPRINTER
.
PACER
RUNNER
JOGGER
MARATHON.
WALKAWAY.

Ham, Salami, Provolone Cheese
Swiss a\ Provolone
Turkey
Ham A Swiss
Tuna
Roast Bee/
Ham, Salami, Turkey. Swiss, Provolone
Cheese
Salami, Turkey, Pepperom, Provolone .
Cheese
Roast Beef, Ham. Turkey, Provolone
Cheese
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Small

Regular

11.95
SI.9i
$1.95
$1.95
$2.25
$2 25

$2.95
$2.95
$2.95
$2.95
$3.60

$2.23

$3.60
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$1.95

$2.95

$2.95
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JAVELIN..
SHOTPUT

Italian Sausage with Peppers. Onions A
Sever
Meatballs with Sauce 4 Provolone Cheese

$2.50
$2.25

$3.<0

PASTA
PASTA PLATTER
SPAGHETTI

p*ifo. homemade ipagheni mace,
garlic bread
homemade ipaaghetti -aver, lerltc beam
Abot mih meatballs or sausage
(EM bread 60*)

$2 95
1291

SALADS
CHEF SALAD ..

TACO SALAD...
TOSSED SALAD

. Lettuce. Tomato, Cheese. Ham. Salami.
Turkey. Croutons
Lettuce. Tomato. Cucumber. Onion
Pepper. Greek Olives. Fete Cheese
. Lettuce. Tomato, Cheese. Toco Meat.. ..
Nacho Chips and SMQ Toco Dressing
lExtra Dresslni - SOe)
. Lettuce. Tomato. Cheese. Croutons

Free Pop With
Any 9" Sub Purchase

Free Pop With
Any 9" Sub Purchase

$3.50
$2.95
$3.50
$1.25

Free Pop With
Any 9" Sub Purchase
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"It's just so frustrating," she
said, referring to the scheduling
process. "I was closed out of the
class and I don't even know why.
I am just happy that I eventually
got the class/'

MENl KSD PRICES
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FAST FREE
ALL DAY DELIVERY
U.SO MINIMUM

GREEK SALAD.

Call 800-KAP-TEST
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Chris Micham, senior psychology major, said she was
closed out of a class essential for
her to graduate, but she was
able to obtain a closed-course
card.

HOT SUBS

SKYDIVING

1191S

This can be a serious problem
for a student who needs a particular class to graduate or to
move on to another class.

*352-4663*

STUDENT TRAINING WRITE OR CALL COLLECT FOR FREE BROCHURE
GROUP RATES AVAILABLE

216-548-4511

Since summer registration is
an on-going process throughout
the summer, it is also possible a
student could be closed out of a
class or the class could be cancelled, she said.
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BOWLING GREEN
141] E. WOOSTER

RELAY

Cleveland Sport
Parachuting School

can easily schedule classes that
overlap, she said. Students need
to be very careful when scheduling because the student will be
forced to drop one of the overlapping classes, Pugh added.
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Look!! More

SALE!

Events!
Rally-By-The-River

Mooovies!!

Frosty Freebies
Come to the
Off-Campus
Wall Street
Student Center
with Michael Douglan
Courtyard
& Charlie Sheen
for something
yummy and FREE!
Juiv 12: pretty In Pink
Every Weds.
tuning Molly Rlngmld
at
11:30 a.m.
shown at 8:00 p.m.
Tonight:

in 210 MSC - Admission Frea!

ZJ-airlane rr/att
^Jjpreei
^)ho,innintf ^jpree.

Sun., jl Ju 16tk
late aavanlaa*
of lit* Siummtr J)ale).
$4

(Rainsite: OCSC Lobby)

TIE DYE
is back!!!
Tues.. July 18th
11:30 a.m. - I p.m.
in the Union Oval.
Buy a t shirt f$*J
or
bring your own!

■t Portside inToledo
Frl.. July 14th
Featuring

Bachman Turner
Overdrive
S3 round-trip transportation
Van leaves Union Oval
at 4:00 p.m.
Sign up in the UAO office
by July 13th!

Monday Musicians

each Monday at 11:30 a.m.
in the Union Oval

July 10 - Dave Rogers
on piano

transportation

Van leaves Union Oval
at 10:30 a.m.
Sign up by July 14th
in the UAO office.

July 17 - The DePue
Family Musicians
fRilrKJate: Tours.. July 20J

(Rainsite: Founder's Dining Hall)

Williams departure a reality
OSU turns to assistant Ayers looking for a roundball winner
by Mark Huntebrinker
sports reporter

The Ohio State faithful had
heard it so often during the past
year, they had become immune.
It was a common occurence,
every time a
prominent
head coaching
spot became
vacant in
major college
basketball,
former Bucke y e head
coach Gary
William*
Williams'
name would be
mentioned as a possible candidate.
So when the University of
Maryland came calling during
the month of May after Bob
Wade was forced out of the top
spot in Terrapin country, observers looked at it as simply another situation of Williams going
through the motions with Maryland, only to eventually make it
crystal clear he wanted to remain in charge of the potential
dynasty which he was building
in Columbus.
So the last thing Buckeye fans

expected was that their energetic, respected and dedicated
coach was leaving for his almamater.
But before Buckeye officials
could blink an eye. Williams was
looking for a realtor in Columbus, what somebody forgot to
tell the 44-year-old head coach
was that this sort of thing isn't
supposed to happen to The Ohio
State University. Coaches don't
just leave, they fire'em.
Ask Williams' predecessor
Eldon Miller, or former Buckeye football coach Earle Bruce,
about OSU's high standards.
Both were successful as far as
winning percentages go. Even
more impressive was the tight
ships they ran during their tenure despite the high amount of
pressure supplied by the alumni
and the University. But the
Buckeye brass wanted more.
This change was not completely unwarranted by any
means. John Cooper, the new
man in charge of the football
program, and Williams have
undoubtedly brought a breath
of much needed fresh air to
Columbus the past three years.
But now the OSU athletic department officials are experiencing a case of what goes

around, comes around. Instead
of performing the complicated
search process for a new basketball mentor by their own
choice, they ended up looking for
one out of necessity.
Williams' departure seems
simple on the surface. The 1968
Eaduate of Maryland is going
ck to where it all began.
But the positive aspects of
Maryland is not the only reason
OSU lost a fine coach like Williams. In fact, the negatives surrounding Columbus may outweigh the positives of his new
job.
It is no secret that Williams
wasn't pleased when Rick Bay
resigned as athletic director following the sudden dismissal of
Bruce. Bay was a major reason
Williams came to OSU from
Boston College and the two remain close friends.
When Bay was fired, senior
associate director of athletics
James Jones was appointed athletic director by the school's
president, Edward Jennings.
Following the appointment of
Jones to the head postition, a
power struggle with Williams
began.
Part of the struggle involved
the fact that Ohio State is, and

will be for some time, a football
school first, a basketball school
second. While nobody —including Jones — is at fault for the
fact that football is number one
in Columbus, it added kindling
to the fire.
After courting Evansville's
Jim Crews, Kansas State's Lon
Krager and Nolan Richardson of
Arkansas, among others, the
Buckeyes turned to six-year assistant coach Randy Ayers, aide
to both Miller and Williams, to
guide the young but talented
Buckeyes.
Yes. Ayers is a black man,
and that fact is important to
many people. But much more
important to the Columbus
faithful is the unanswered question, will he win? The significance of that question will follow
Ayers from downtown on High
Street to Bloomington. Indiana
and back - just ask folks like
Earle Bruce and Eldon Miller.
With the popular Williams
gone to Terrapin country, OSU
officials are holding their breath
that they don't discover, you
don't know what you've got until
it's gone; they turn now to an untested assistant hoping to discover instead that everybody
loves a winner.

Spring sports
continue to
sign prospects
For the Bowling Green athletic teams, the summer is a time
for letters of intent, endless phone calls, and the basic headaches that go along with the recruiting process.
Throughout the last couple weeks, three players have signed
letters of intent, two will play baseball for coach Ed Platzer,
while another will Join Sid Sink's track team.
Sink announced Monday, the signingof Shawn Blanchett, a
two-time all-state sprinter out of Mt. Clemens High School in
Michigan.
The Moot-7.150 pound Blanchett set the school record in the
100-meter dash when he clocked in at 10.4.
"Shawn is a quality sprinter who will be a good addition to
our group of returning sprinters," Sink said. "He will definatelv contribute to our team in the sprints and sprint relays."
Platzer signed a pair of junior college players in catcher
Greg Burnick and Corey Ziellnski.
Burnick will have two years of eligibility remaining after
playing the last two seasons at Kalamazoo Valley Community
College. The 6-foot-3, IBS pound Burnick hit .300 last season
which helped earn him all-league honors.
The Dearborn, Mi. native possesses a good arm and is expected to come in and battle for the starting job behind the
plate.
Zielinski pitched at Howard Community College in Big
Spring, Texas last season compiling an 11-3 record. He will
have three years of eligibility remaining struck out 80 and
compiled a 2.35 earned run average in 861/3 innings of work.
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Classifieds
The PanheHenic Council is proud to present

LOST & FOUND
LOST
Wire 'famed round glasses in flowered brown
case Please can Lisa 353-6816

Earn
while you
learn
Manpower is looking for
students interested in
earning great pay - plus
commisions. We offer
flexible hours. And valuoble
training and business
experience. Plus free use
of a personal computer.
If you're a full-time student.
Sophomore or above, with
at least a B average and
are computer familiar.
Monpower needs you as a
COLLEGIATE REP to promote
the sales of the
IBM Personol System/2
on campus

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

THE MUSIC MAN
July l 2-1 5 at 8pm
Kobacker Hal. MMAC
Box Office Open 12 noon - 6pm
Cal 372-8171
Come Celebrate 10 yea/a of Broadway in BG'

SERVICES OFFERED

TEMPORARY SERVICES

114 N. Summit
Toledo. Ohio 43604
241-2198

For information on how to register can or slop
by Greek Ufa. 372-2151 or 425 Student Servtcea There >a a $25 00 (non-refundable A
non-transferable) charge upon registration

WANTED
1 Fe rmte needed for Fal and<or Spring.
Brand new apt with 4 other girls $1 50 month
Call 1-627 1M4 for more mlo
Fe looking for mite atarting Fal 1989, preferably nonsmoking Cal Tern 353 5644

California Recruiters can help you find your
teaching position in Sunny California Current
Data of job offers In your specialty Cal now ai
i-800-Job in CA or write to us at California
Recruiters. POBox 220. Rio Dell. CA
96562-0220

Fourth female roommate needed tor
Fal/Sprtng semesters Sixth & S Coiege.
Rockledge Apts For more info cal Beth.
216650-2250

TYPING SERVICES (or oil types of papers
Reasonable rates with accuracy
Call
352-3987 from 8 am to 9 p m

Needed Spring Semester 1 990 sublease for 1
bedroom furnished apartment on TNrd St Cal
419-423-6670

PERSONALS

NEED CASH?
Bnng your books to the
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
We buy back ai books
having national resale value

For experience that pays,
call today.
Paul Ringer

O MANPOWER

RUSHSTRUCK '89
- FALL SORORITY RUSH -

Looking for Christian
year Cal 363-5261

mtes for 89-90 school

Wanted. 2 female roommates Apt « cloee to
campua and is inexpensive Please cal Mary al
353-2662

PHOTOGRAPHER
BGSU Student Publications Is looking for volunteer photographers for summer and/or fal
Freshmen encouraged lo apply Contact Enc
Mull at The BG News. 372-6966. 210 West
Hall
Toledo company aeeking accountant for Fa*
and Spring co-op assignment aa Staff Accountant Pays $1500/month Cal 372-2461 or
stop by the Co-op Office m 238 Administration
Btdg
Toledo company seeks COBOL programmers
tor Fal coop Pays $i500-monm Excellent
opportunity Cal 372-2451 or stop by the Coop Office m 238 Administration BWg
$72,000 per year
20 year old Triple A
Dunn A Bradstreet Co seeks
5 lop level managers for opening
ol new regional training centers
NOW' Cal (419) 255-5836

AI Positions Bartending, waiter-waitress &
floor walker positions are available al Toledo's
onry FUNORINKERY Onry fun and exerting
people need apply at Henry J's Wed -Sun after
6pm at 1532 S Byrne. Glenbyrne Shopping
Center

GREAT BIKE
PUCHAuatro-Daimler Pacttlca lO-speed Paid
over $400 Must sen $120 or best offer Cal
Matt 354-0446 and leave message

Dancers-drive a title A make a lot Must be 18 a
up Will tram Can make $i0O0'week Fireplace Lounge1PortClinton:OH4i9^

FOR RENT
1 bedroom furnished apartments
1 year lease available now.
362-7454
2 bedroom furnished apartments
9 4 12 month leases available

352-7454

1470- 1490 Clough
020 E. Wooster
Walk lo class'
2 bdrm turn, apt across from campus
FREE GAS, WATER AND SEWER
Private Parking
and Laundry Facilities
Newlove Rentals. 328 S Maln.BG

Spacious 2 bdrm furnished apts
FREE OAS. WATER and SEWER
0 and 12 month leases
Lease now for August
Newlove Rentals ■ 328 S Main, BO

352-5620

352-5620

2 bedroom furnished or unfurnished apts available for Fal rental only Village Green Apart
merits. Can alter 1 30pm. 354-3533
228 South College
1 bdrm turn Sunfum apis
FREE GAS. WATER AND SEWER
Laundry fadl & private parking
Very close to campus
9 and 12 month leases
Newlove Rentals. 328 S Main. BG

3 bedroom bungalow. 609 Kenwood Graduate
students or (acuity preferred. $400 not including unties Cal 287-3894.

Furnished efficiences all utilities paid-semester
leases Ideal for graduate students Complete
with color TV. Cable a HBO Phone 354-3182
or 352-1520 BGs Best Value S375 month
House lor rent. 734 Elm Street 3 bdrm . 2
Dsth. available in August Day phone 352-4166
. after 6 352-2330 01 352-7992

354-6036
Need a place for fal? Efficiencies. 1 and 2 bed
room apartments starting 8/21/89. Cal RE
Management 352-9302
Need male student to I I 2 bdrm apt for 4 students Ph. 352-7365

803 Fifth
2 bdrm. turn aunfum apta
FREE GAS. WATER AND SEWER
Laundry Facilities
and Private Parking
9 and 12 month leases.
Newlove Rentals. 328 S Mam. BG

352-5620

=**=
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FALL APARTMENTS
t & 2 bdrm. turn or unfurnished
John Newlove Real Estate • 354-2260

Jay-Mar Apartments
2 bdrm units available lor Fal

921 112 Eait Merry
Two bedroom house
ALL FREE UTILITIES
Available August
Very cloae to campus
Newlove Rentals
328 S Main BG
352-5620

^»«=

Quiet 1 parson efficiency located on N Main
St Only $215 per month plus electric Cal
352 9302
Single rooms for male students with cooking.
near campus Ph 352-7365
Stay CtoMt I or 2 person efficiencies on
Thurstin Ave Starting aa low aa S265 par
month Cal R E Management 352-9302
^K^

^4=

Fall Rentals

SChOOl 01 HPER
White water
Rafting Classes
July 8-9
I
15-16
1 Hour
PEG Credit
Cost $98.
Call 372-2876
lor additional information

143 Sl.lh
BRAND NEW 2 bdrm apartments
Two tul baths
9 and 12 month leases
Sign now for August
Newlove Rentals • 328 S Main. BG
352-5620

352-5620

352-5620

1988 Mazda 323 Four door, air, AM-FM cassette. 5 speed, excetent condition. Cal
3535656

Chad care for 1 year old in our home Summer
hours 7am-12 noon Starting Aug 3. 7:30«m ■
5pm Need own transportation Cal after
5.30pm 354-1579

1024 East Wooster
2 bdrm turn apt across from campua
Perfect tor i -3 people
FREE GAS. WATER AND SEWER
Newlove Rentals
328 South Main. BG

FOR SALE

HELP WANTED

ATTENTION • HIRING1 Government jobs • your
area
S17.640 •
$69,485
Call
1-602-838-8885 EXT R 4244
Glemby at UNmens
July Pern. Event
Consultation. Haircut
Pern, and Style S35 OO
352-5615

Driver needed for Fal Semester to FinrJay.
dairy Paid position through BVR. Please cal
Angle 353-3572

831 Seventh St
724 South College
707-727 Third St
853 Napoleon
751 High
849 Napoleon
706 Second St. #C

2 BR Furn. |
2 BR Unfurn.
1 BR Furn./Unfurn.
2 BR Furn.J
2 BR Furn.
2 BR Furn.
Efficiency

259 Vi South Prospect

2 BR Duplex

134 Manville

3 BR House

244 N. Enterprise

Rooming House

John Newlove Real Estate

UniGraphics
BjBjejBJBBBBBBBBJBSJpBJpBBBSBBBBBJJJJJJBBBJf ■ Uiw.'Utv GiophK Art* SartK.t

Office at 319 E. Wooster
Hours: 8:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
354-2260
353-3850

